
AP Seminar Lessons 

Week 6:  9/10/18 – 9/13/18 

Day 20- M: Annotated Bibliographies 

• Share findings from research.  Topics of interest?  Best resources. 

• Purpose and samples of annotated bibs. BR and  Model of MLA style from OWL.   

• Show where bibs go in Noodle. Work on annotated bibs in class.  

  

HW: 5 annotated bibs in Noodle. 

Day 21-  T:  Unit 2 Questions to consider: 

KEEPING A REASEARCH JOURNAL 

1)  Is human use of the internet damaging our ability to think clearly and in linear fashion, or is it 

advancing human understanding and knowledge through access to information? 

In keeping with the above question, is internet accessibility in the classroom a boon or a 

detriment to education? 

2)  Is our use of technology making us less human, changing how we define human, or moving us 

toward some new evolution of humanity? 

3)  Is the technology helping or hurting the medical field or physically or mentally ill? 

  

4)  Does the internet add to or create new criminal behaviors? 

In keeping with the above questions, if it adds to or creates criminal behavior, can this be 

mitigated without losing the advantages the internet affords? 

 

Based on your research.  Identify 5 “issues” involving digital era that w you world consider researching.  

Submit. 

 HW:  BR:  Research questions. 

 

Day 22- W:  Group Norms and Perspectives. [CR3], [CR5], [CR2f], [CR2c] 

• Group students based on common themes  



• Discuss the IRR goals from handbook.  report vs. argument. Perspectives are key. NEED 

TO GO OVER RUBRIC AND SAMPLE PAPERS 

• Compose a central question which will lend itself to multiple perspectives. 

• Using lenses, work on developing multiple perspectives  

• Compose a question  and begin to search for data contributing to the answer of that 

question. 

 

Day 23- TH:. Work day. [CR3], [CR5], [CR2f], [CR2c] 

 

Day 24- F:   [CR3], [CR5], [CR2f], [CR2c], [CR2d] 

Review bibs. Evaluate original opinion/perspective, and finally, identify the need for further 

research.  Work on collecting three additional  vetted and annotated bibbed sources for your 

perspective. Enter in Noodle and include sources, direct and indirect quotes. 

 

 HW:  sources in Noodle.  Will share bibs with team.  Remember you must know about 

each other’s research.  

 


